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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following tools will you use to prevent from
session hijacking?
Each correct answer represents a complete solution. Choose all
that apply.
A. Telnet
B. OpenSSH
C. Rlogin
D. SSL
Answer: B,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
From the perspective of reporting from the Cascade Profiler,
what are the differences between flow reported by a Cascade
Sensor (minimum version 9.0) and a Cascade Shark (minimum
version 3)?

A. All of the Above.
B. The communication between the Cascade Shark and Cascade
Profiler is NOT encrypted as it is with Cascade Sensor and
Cascade Profiler communication.
C. Flows reported by Cascade Shark will not include an
application tag triggered by matching known signatures within
the first 1000 bytes of the flow.
D. The Cascade Shark can forward flow to only one destination
Cascade Profiler.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Click the Exhibit button.
Only users authenticated in FortiGate-B can reach the server. A
customer wants to deploy a single sign-on solution for IPsec
VPN users. Once a user is connected and authenticated to the
VPN in FortiGate-A, the user does not need to authenticate
again in FortiGate -B to reach the server.
Which two actions satisfy this requirement? (Choose two.)
A. Use the Collector Agent.
B. FortiGate-A must generate a RADUIS accounting packets.
C. Use Kerberos authentication.
D. Use FortiAuthenticator.
Answer: B,D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which two statements are true about BFILES? (Choose two.)
A. The physical file corresponding to a BFILE locator must
reside on the file system that is accessible from the server
where the database exists.
B. BFILES can be used as attributes in an object type.
C. When LOB is deleted, the corresponding physical file is
automatically deleted.
D. The RMAN backup automatically backs up the BFILE locators
and the corresponding physical files.
E. BFILES support only sequential reads.
Answer: A,B
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